Motion-dependent term (MDT), which consists of centrifugal force, Coriolis force and gyro moment expressed in the equation of motion for a multi-link system, plays significant roles in the generation of tip speed in a high speed swing motion. A phenomenon caused by the MDT is usually called as "whip-like effect" and "kinetic chain". Since the baseball batting is one of high speed swing motion manipulating a bat by both hands, it is important to make clear the generating factor of MDT and main contributors to the generation of bat head speed. The purpose of this study was to quantify main contributors to the bat head speed considering the generating factor of MDT. The whole-body segments with bat were modelled as a system of sixteen-rigid linked segments. The equation of motion for the system was obtained by considering anatomical constraint axes at joints and modelling errors. A recurrence formula with respect to the generalized velocity vector consisting of linear and angular velocity vectors of all segments was derived. Five collegiate baseball players, participated as subjects, hit a teed ball as strong as possible. The kinematic and kinetic data were measured with the motion capture system with 3 force platforms and an instrumented bat. The results indicates that the abduction and extension torques at the knob-side shoulder joint and the forward rotation torque at the torso joint are the main positive contributors to the generation of bat head speed among the participants.
Introduction
The baseball batting is one of high speed swing motions [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . A batter is required to accelerate a baseball bat into a proper hitting point in a short period of time because the batter tries to strongly hit a thrown ball with a large head speed and precise timing. The movement of the batter with a bat, which consists of a large number of segments, is determined by the equation of motion for the system. The equation shows that linear and angular accelerations of the segments, including rotational acceleration of the individual joints, are expressed by the sums of joint torque term, motion dependent term (MDT) and gravitational term. The MDT, which consists of centrifugal force, Coriolis force and gyro moment, plays significant roles in the generation of tip speed in high speed swing motions [8] [9] [10] [11] . Although the joint torque term shows instantaneous effect to the generation of the accelerations of the segments [10, 13] , the MDT shows cumulative effect to the generation of tip speed and acceleration. That is, the MDT is generated by time history of the inputs; such as joint torques and gravitational forces.
Like other high speed swing motions; such as soccer kicking [8] , baseball pitching [9, 10] and tennis serve [11] , batters probably utilize the cumulative effect, which is generated by the MDT, to obtain a large bat head speed. A phenomenon regarding the cumulative effect is usually called as "whip-like effect" and "kinetic chain". In order to investigate the cumulative effect, a method which can quantify the generating factors of the MDT was proposed [11] . The method derives a recurrence formula, regarding the generalized velocity vector consisting of the linear and angular velocity vectors of the all segment in the target system, from the combination of the equation of motion for the system and the difference formula with respect to the generalized acceleration vector. Furthermore, since the baseball batting is a swing motion with manipulating a bat by both hands [12, 14] , it is also important to make clear how the individual upper limb joints contribute to the generation of bat head speed. The purpose of this study was to quantify main contributors to the bat head speed by considering the generating factor of MDT.
Method

Data collection and modeling
Five male collegiate baseball left-handed batters were instructed to hit a teed ball in the pitcher's direction as strongly as possible. Kinematic data, 47 markers on the body and 6 markers on the bat (Fig.1) , were captured using a motion capture system (VICON-MX, Vicon Motion Systems, UK; 12-camera; 250 Hz). Kinetic data of the individual hands were measured with an instrumented grip-handle (28 strain gauges; 1000 Hz), which has a similar structure to the instrumented bat [12] . Kinetic data of the individual feet were measured with three force platforms (9281A [ 2] , 9287B, Kistler Instruments AG, Switzerland; 1000Hz). The motion capture system, the instrumented bat and the force platforms were electronically synchronized. A forward swing phase was defined as a period from the start of bat swing to the ball impact. The time history of data was normalized by the period of the forward swing phase as 0 to 100%.
The whole body with a bat was modelled as a system of sixteen-rigid linked segments. The system consists of head, upper and lower trunks, upper arms, forearms, hands, thighs, shanks, feet and bat. A virtual joint, named torso joint, is assumed to be between the upper and lower trunk segments. The bat is assumed to be connected to each hand by a virtual joint with 0 degree of freedom. Each lower limb is assumed to be connected with the ground via a virtual joint at the center of pressure (COP) of the foot [15] . Anatomical constraint axes (e.g. varus/valgus axis at elbow and knee joints; internal/external rotation axis at wrist joint) are considered in the modeling. The joint torques were obtained via inverse dynamics calculation using body segment parameters with respect to Japanese athletes [16] . 
Equation of motion for whole body and bat system
An analytical form of the equation of motion for the whole body with bat system can be expressed, similar to the study [11] , as follows:
where V is the generalized velocity vector consisting of linear velocity vectors with respect to the center of gravity (CG) and angular velocity vectors for all the segments; A Ta and A G indicate the coefficient matrices for the active joint torque vector T a and gravitational force vector G; A V indicates the motion-dependent term (MDT) consisting of force and moment caused by centrifugal and Coriolis forces and gyro moment; A G is the coefficient matrix of gravitational acceleration vector; A fr is the coefficient matrix of residual joint force; A fr and A nr are the coefficient matrices for the compensation force and moment inputs f r and n r ; A and A are the coefficient matrices for the vectors η and φ which denote the vectors arising from fluctuations in segments' lengths and anatomical constraint joint axes. The terms on the right-hand-side of eq. (1) 
Recurrence formula for the generalized velocity vector
The equation of motion for the system, eq. (1) with eq. (2), was discretized with respect to time as follows:
where k denotes the time in the discrete-time system, and the vector V denotes the input vector consisting of the discretized terms shown as:
The generalized acceleration vector was expressed by difference approximation using the time interval Δt of the discretized system shown as
Combining eqs. (3) and (5) yields a recurrence formula for the generalized velocity vector V as follows [11] :
where E is the unit matrix with three rows and three columns. Eqs. (4) and (6) provide us the information about the contributions of the input terms (i.e. the joint torque term, the gravitational term, the compensational force term, the compensational moment term, the segment length fluctuation term, and the anatomical constraint joint axial angle fluctuation term) at the time k, to the generation of the generalized velocity vector at the time k+1 in the discrete-time system without use of the MDT.
Contributions to the bat head speed
The contribution of each term at every instant to the generation of the generalized velocity vector can be derived from eq.(6). For example, the generalized velocity vector at the time k can be calculated from the time history of the input vector V as follows:
where the function denotes the factorial function shown as
The generalized bat velocity vector in the discrete-time system V bat (k), which consists of the linear velocity vector at CG of the bat segment bat,CG ( ) k x and the angular velocity vector of the segment bat ( ) k ω , can be expressed as follows:
where the matrix S bat (k) indicates the selective matrix which extracts the components of the linear and angular velocity vectors regarding the bat segment from the generalized velocity vector.
With use of the generalized bat velocity vector, the bat head velocity vector bat,H ( ) k x is calculated geometrically as:
where the matrix S bat,H (k) denotes the transforming matrix from the generalized bat-segment velocity vector V bat (k) to the bat head velocity vector bat,H ( ) k x ; the vectors p bat,H (k) and p bat,CG (k) denote the position vectors of head and CG points of the bat. The unit vector, expressing the direction of the bat head velocity vector, was obtained by dividing the velocity vector with its magnitude as:
Finally, operating the inner product of eq. (11) with eqs. (7)- (10) yields the dynamic contributions of individual terms to the generation of the bat head speed at the time k shown as:
where the terms C Trq (k) and C G (k) respectively denote the contributions of joint torque term and gravitational term; the terms C fr (k), C nr (k), C (k) and C (k), which are caused by modelling errors, respectively denote the contributions of compensational force term, compensational moment term, segment length fluctuation term, and constraint joint axial angle fluctuation term, to the generation of bat head speed; finally, the term C V0 (k) denotes the contribution of the initial velocity term caused by the initial velocity state of the system at the start of analysis. For example, the contribution of the active joint torque to the generation of bat head speed at the time k is expressed as follows:
The contribution of the active joint torque, eq. (13), can be furthermore divided into the contributions of the individual active joint torques about axes of the whole-body joints as follows: 
where nAxis denotes the number of the active joint axes. Since the contributions; such as shown in eq. (13) and (14); are calculated without use of the component of MDT, the individual contributions calculated in eq. (12) show the contributions which consider the generating factors of MDT.
Result and discussion
Contributions to the bat head speed
Figs. 2(a) and (b) show the contributions of the individual terms to the bat head speed without and with consideration of the generating factors of the MDT, respectively. The lines show the mean values, and the shaded regions or dotted thin lines indicate the standard deviations of the terms. Fig. (a) shows the contributions of the individual terms, which contain the MDT as a component, obtained from the time integration of eq.(1). The contribution of the joint torque term increased gradually from the swing start to 75 % normalized time and then decreased toward the ball impact. Fig. (b) shows the contributions of the individual terms calculated by eq.(12) which consider the generating factor of the MDT. Since the contribution of the joint torque term showed large value and similar pattern of the measured head speed, the contribution of the MDT (Fig. (a) ) was mainly generated by the joint torque term. Thus, the joint torque term is the major generating factor of the MDT, and plays a significant important role to the generation of the bat head speed in the baseball tee batting motion. rotation torque at the barrel-side shoulder joint, and the extension torque at knob-side elbow joint gradually increased until 90% normalized time, and then decreased toward the ball impact. The extension torque at the knob-side shoulder joint increased from 50 % normalized time until 80 % normalized time, and then decreased toward the ball impact. The contribution of the abduction torque at the knob-side shoulder joint increased from 25 % normalized time and reached large value at the ball impact. The contribution of the forward rotation torque at the torso joint increased from 60 % normalized time and reached large value at the ball impact. The contribution of the extension torque at the knob-side elbow joint decreased from 60 % normalized time and reached negative large value at the ball impact. The contributions of the internal rotation torque at the barrel-side shoulder joint and the extension torque at the knob-side shoulder joint increased from 75 % normalized time toward the ball impact.
Main contributors to bat head speed
The extension torque at the knob-side elbow joint contributed negatively to the bat head speed. Although the magnitude of the extension torque was smaller than those of the abduction torque at the knob-side shoulder joint and the forward rotation torque at the torso joint, the magnitude of the contribution of the elbow extension torque showed large value. This non-intuitive phenomenon is probably due to the cumulative effect of the MDT. The contributions of the lower limb joint torques showed small values even when they exerted large torques. This result indicates that the joint torques of the lower limbs did not contribute directly to the generation of the bat head speed, because the main roles of the lower limb joints are considered to support the upper body and control and generating the lower trunk movement. The forward rotation torque at the torso joint, which would be mainly generated by the lower limb joint torques, contributed largely to the bat head speed. Thus, the joint torques of the lower limbs contributed indirectly to the generation of the bat head speed.
Conclusion
This study has quantified main contributors to the generation of the bat head speed considering the generating factor of the motion dependent term (MDT). The main generating factor of the MDT, where the MDT was the greatest contributor to the generation of the bat head speed, was the joint torque term. The main positive contributors for the participants to the bat head speed were 1) the abduction torque at the knob-side shoulder joint, 2) the forward rotation torque at the torso joint, 3) the extension torque at the knob-side elbow joint, and 4) the internal rotation torque at the barrel-side shoulder joint. On the other hand, the main negative contributor was the extension torque at the knob-side elbow joint. The negative contribution of the extension torque at the knob-side elbow joint, which is a non-intuitive phenomenon, is probably due to the cumulative effect of the MDT. The joint torques of the lower limbs did not contribute directly but contributed indirectly to the generation of the bat head speed by generating the forward rotation torque at the torso joint that are one of main contributors to the bat head speed.
